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secondary colsosbtenectdC~and P2~. ()The accoindat ion o

vibrational and rotational energy during collisions between CO. CO2 and NO
molecules and hot platinum surfaces has been determined over a range of sur-
face temperatues. (4) Excess internal energies have been determined in nas-

cent CO and CO2 molecules formed respectively by catalytic oxidation of C and

CO on a platinum surface. An energy balance indicates that about 1/3 of the

available reaction energy is absorbed by the surface, the remainder going

mostly into vibrational modes of product molecules.
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-. ~~M OR gron ~ p t, ve have be pursuing a program of research

elati m touo etll of r athenS. processes during collisions between molecules

Is the gas phae and between molecules and surfaces. This research has been characterized

by a cabination of intbods based on supersonic free jet expansions in vacuum molecular

beam methods with spectroscopy. I particular, we use supersonic free jets expanding in

*i vacto to bring about the collisions and Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometry to

determine the states of one or both collision partners before and/or after the encounter.

In what follows we will set forth briefly what we have been able to accomplish in each of

the several topics that we have investigated.

II. Acievnts and iesults

L TV kncitatiom Cross Sections. The ability to obtain high translational energies

by aerodynamic acceleration provided the basis for some of the research that we have been

carrying out under this progran for the past several years. Our original objective was to

detemine the cross sections for TV excitation of molecules at colision velocities in the

range from 2 to 8 kilometers per second. In particular, we wanted to measure cross

sections for the excitation of C02 uolecles during collisions vith N2, 02, and Ar. In

this velocity rane, the center-of-ase collision energies for these species range from

0.1 to 5 or s eV. The reason for interest in these cross sections stem from the belief

that TV excitation collisions betwes com/ution product molecules and atmospheric species

aq accmat for som feetue of the infrared radiatim from the exhaust plums of rockets

flying at high altitodes. If the incitation cross sections and their energy dependence

weres kniow, it wuld be possible to ceut the amount and distribution of radiation to be

mece ad.
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Me 14 of then 41fiiMt we to bring about the high smargy collisions by opposing

-W th free W-Iw lTU fUU low reime). Ruch jet

-una obtais&. by expanding a mixture of one of the coll Iision, partners in hydrogen or

helim. M Intersection, region. of the two jets, where the high energy collision@ occur.

occupied the field of view of a sensitive infrared detector. Collision energy vas varied

by changing the concentration of the seed species in the carrier gas. To a more

circumscribed extent, the source temperature could also be varied. There are two

prerequisitee, to obta ining observable signals: molecules must becom excite and they

=ast radiate before they leave the field of view of the detector. This latter requirement

compounds the problem of an already harassed experimenter because the radiative lifetimes

of the expected states are at least several milliseconds. The residence time of an

excited molecule in the field of view of the detector is of the order of a few times 1-

seconds. The net result is that one cam only hope to see a small fraction of the excited

ualecu lea, the impatient ones that radiate early. By painstaking attent ion to many smellI

details such as aliget, optical focussing, careful baffling and improved calibration

procedures, and after many frustrations and disappointmts, we finally succeeded in

increasing signal and reducing noise to the point where we could measure cross sections as

small as a few time 10-206m2. We determined for the first tim. the TV cross section for

the symmetric stretch =o of C02 by collisions with N2 wad found that it rises steeply

from a value of about 3 x 1lO2 0 cs2 at collision energies just above the threshold value of

0.M8 eV to about 5 z l0-1 ,cs2 at a collision energy of 2 eV. Most gratifying was tbe

fact'that measueints asie when the jets intersect at 90 degrees were entirely consonant

with these meoe vw the intersection angle was 180 degrees. We also obtained cross

sections for citation of the sam sode with argon, oxygen. and hydrogen as the collision

partnes. (2) Ve are nam engaged in tying to carry out similar measurements with HP2 as

the species to be Mcited.



- . TV isitatim es- sections won Ntote I" is the fsee that they Toelated to all

' - -i 4-fiiid the Taft detectors 2 to 5 microns. It hoppmn

thea for' 0U the esymmetrie stretch mode is the only one that can radiate in that

interval. We te become interested in knoing the distribut ion of rotational energy in

the colliaionally excited molecules and were fortunate enough to obtain a Fourier

Transform Infrared Spectrometer Cr115) to see if we could spectrally resolve the

radiatioin. This maw task has proved to be inordinately more difficult than the

measurnt of total excitation cross sections. In that case the detector was in the

vacuum system only a few centimeters from the collision region. In the case of the FTIS

experint me had to "pip." the radiation out of the vacuum system and through a window

before it could enter the spectrometer. In addition, only a small fraction of the total

radiation fell within the wavelength range for each of twenty or more rotational lines.

After nearly three years of trying. we finally obtained a useful specrm for an optinm

combination of collision velocity and flux density with C02 and N2.03) We will have to

achieve further improvemts in signs1-to-noise before me can make measurements at other

velocities.

This first elusive spectrum reveals a distribution that can best be described in

term of two sub-populations, one at a rotational temperature of 64 K, the other at a

temperature of 340 1. Our tentative explanation is that the molecules in the, low,

teqirstue$goup represent those wbich have had a single exciting collision with an N2

molecale. Wie mould expect low rotational energies for these molecules because only

sollisimns with smll impact parsater would put smgh energy in the center of mass for

vibrational excitation. The high temprature population comrises those molecules which

have hAd a second collision after being vibrationally maited. Such a second collision

would have a lazge probability of aiting higher J levels. We emphasiss the tentative

ature of this emplamation of what me have observed. 1frther work will be required before

Me-o claim Oy Cfidece in such a Preliminary resIt.
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During our lon struggle to obtain a TV

ad... qpwa ve as e m ethit kind of MI studies that bad their roots in what

go looed Amin tha srigal m e r of total TV excitation cross sections. One of

the aJer probem is thus. mesurmnts mes thu calibration of the detect ion systa.

Oiginal ly is bed tried, without conspicuous success. to use a b lack body source at a

kii eaue We then bit upon i scheme which had its origins in somes of our earlier

studies of internal eery, relaxation during free jet expansion. Those studies were based

an TWy measurmnts in beams extracted from free jet sources. Such umasuremolts gave

directly the amut of translationaal energy in the bea= molecules. Because the free jet

-~ eqm~sin is adiabatic, en eerg balance allowed us to infer the amo~unt of residual

internal energy in the beau molecules. It is possible to determine the relaxation rate for

that mde in which the residual soema is contained. Indeed, during the work reported

here. we made a substantial advance in calculatiouial methods for relating the residual

smrgy to the relaxation rate. (1) gobed found in our earlier studies that in the case

of CO2 ad CO. essentially none of their original vibrational energy was dissipated in the

oeasiam. Thus, the terminal vibrational temperature of these species in the free jet

uethe sam as the source temeraturv* Because we know with so precision the density

distribution along the jet axis and thus in the field of view of the detector, we could

calibrate the detector !.a-iMjn simply by heating the source gas to a appropriate

ae.a r mid moasuing the radiatimn from the free jet molecules.

After we obtained the MIS we exadned in som detail the spectral character of the

radiation from 0O2 CO 0 molecules after free jet expansion from a heated nozzle. The

-sults were very interesting. We found that the distributions were markedly non-

Seltmossm and therefore could not be characterized by a single temperature. Other

investigators have found similar departures from a Boltznman distribution. The advantage

of MIS is that it provides a wech wider range of J values than other methods can

meintly eirase& It tune ouat that over a wide range of source conditions, giving



Ift* Wo VW saw of w~ turn %oltiality.* we could always achieve -n

- -ehietio al distribution. in term of a linear

eadaoetim at' 9w S1t distibutiom., a concept already mentioned in the above

discssion. of the TV excitation spectru.. This two-temperature model may simply be

regaded as as empirically useful device but it led us to the possibility of

charsteriin the departue from a ltmsn distribution in term of a singleo paramter.

the mlear rotational entropy deficit in terminal jet molecules, a sort of integrated

suprisal. Aa investigation of the dependence of this entropy deficit upon source

conditions seem to be explainable in term of a competition between RT and RR transfers

in rotational relaxation durin free jet expansion. Some of these results have already

been published. (4) A paper on subsequent work is in preparation. We believe that

frther studies of this kind my allow us to evaluate the magnitude of these RI transfer

cross sections. We know of only one other experiment that provides information on such

uachenges, a recent elegant measurnt by Roger Miller. Using the laser-bolometer

technique. he determined the change of rotational state in a beau of HF molecules

scattered throgh very small agles by a crossing beaut of 11 molecules.

3. MTS Amlied to Cysa-ISrface Interactiong. In order to cover as wide a range of

collision energies as possible in our original TV excitation studies, ye sometimes

resorted to raising the toerature of the source from which cas the coll1ision partners

for the vibrationally cold C02 wolecules, i"es the N2, At, 02 or %2 free jet that opposed

the CO2 free jet. Consequently, part of the calibration procedure consisted in

deternalg the contribution of radiation from the hot nozzle to the detector signal.

Dring ame of theis calibration procedure, we turned off the gas flow in the heated

sesle end let the cold chopped C02 jet to continue to run. The result was a fairly

strMn detector signal that we traced to 002 molecules rebuning from the heated an of

tIe opp"sin mite la shor, a s@etiti fraction Of the C02 molecules were being



1h4MIty 411Citnd by a singi. colliio with a hot surface. This observation led to

011sewxf=miteciom TA one. we studied the 'vibrational

ad wtstiamak accmmodtion of molecules incident on heated surfaces. In the other. we

suaied the Istaunal SWIV states of nascent molecules formed by catalytic reaction on a

platiam surface.

A ------ atin Stodime. In those experimnts, we intercepted the free jet with an

eslectrically beated surface far smough free the nozzle exit so that there were essentially

no oncounters between incident and rebounding mol ecu les. The MfS was focus sed on the

region imdiately above the surface. WIe will1 summarize briefly some of the highlights of

results which have been obtained at surface temperatures ranging from 700 K to 1450 K.

(a) 0 on lati Th6Ie asymmtric stretch mode became excited in about 20 per cent

of the incident molecules. The absence of hot bands indicated that bending and

symetric stretch modes did not become excited in these molecules that were

aymtrically excited which are the only ones we see. The rotational energies of

the"e excited mlecules bad a Soltnosn distribution corresponding to a temperature

about half the surface temerature.

(b) 00 on P&LattM About 70 per Cent Of the incident molecules became vibrationally

ecitede The relative populations of the first and second levels revealed in the

spectrum indicated a vibrational temerature identical with the surface temperature.

The distribution of rotational emnr was non-olten and corresponded to roughly

60 per cent accomdaton

0a an- Plstiim Mie -vibrational temerature of the excited molecules was about

9per cent of the surface temperature, which was 1430 K. The distribution of

rotatiol oneW mo Imm-bltn and corresponded to an energy accomdat ion of

about GO per cost. Spin orbit teqeratures were determined from the relative



S1*4s tba 2wA'a tv*312 states.. raew vaxad with J level, decreasin

RWS=WK ~WE deat I j t 230f at the lainest. It is interesting

Ow do herWJ les)Is wlblw both Tufead frotatigj %

IMM aes0aftlos studies hae. bw awe coqiilktaly described in two papers already

uiublishled. 0A.) OT reseks differ from and are supplementary to those obtained by

vetrI %totpte s e L17 probing of the departing molecu les. Because of greater

seaitivitY they can obtain aigUla distribution information and can work with c low,

surfacs. at romteaertme under ultra-high; vacuum conaditionms. We sust work with high

* surface temeratures, both to avoid coatamination and to excite the ealecu les to radiating

* states. Fortunately, we can study the behavior of some species that do not lend

tbefelves conveniently to LWF methods with lasers now avai lables.

L ItL" ~atma St~~ aviqs been able, to obtain useful signals from

molecule$ exited bY single cellisous with other surfaces, wer were encouraged to atteut

aft 09d 00sh iut*=&l states- Of alaIOWes formed by reaction e a catalytic surface.

seeker at al. at-Chicase bad fooed by ?Ot .asssreuents that C02 formed by catalytic

* oxdaetion ofU ODo a platmaf ulds e o f anWith Au 4-'kgal/mal enre translationzal

~ th40lapalWhet With tb. surface Would -aicusat for, Accordingly, we

awsow 0 i, SAOM of Woo 1% 8. a t hgJet icdent on a polyerystalline platinum

swgbsat i L A yp~sl qPMM at slfta from the ascent product umlecules is

w~ lt. e he hb edlafting vUI MWs Mcitation of all vibrational

edem. OUps. t do avest le@&& tinresomnably ia values of "toerature for

tki .~mvi asstak beding I soledeo. With these teqperaturee, we can

e ~ 6 a ek eft I Soraetuia streteb tesperatare as a fitting parameter

~~~OM W ofs~ts I" "h" sm ate d Oioatal sectra shows a rmrkfably goad

-MS 214bt no OU to S obtain with se confidene the sut of met"

h 11ed~ ml*Ve to OherI eqmilibrium at the surface temperature
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%-eg: timep&:.= 4seq j of di e 3. kcalI/mo ,, am in. 3A kcal/mol in sa etri

* a IM stchin end 0W heal/mI in rotation. The energy

at tbmtrasitis comple at th.r top of the activation barrier is known to be 29.2

kcal/il. The Chice groups TOY results, as already noted, show 4.0 kcallmol in

tra latio. An enerey balance lets us conclude that about 10.3 kcal/mol is absorbed by

the surface, A preliminary report of these findings is already in print. (7) A more

cmplete exposition bas been submitted for publication. (8) Although these results, of

which we are very proud, provide the most comprehensive accounting of energy distribution

yet achieved for a surface catalyzed reaction, that accounting cannot yet be considered

complete. There rmains the possibility that some of the available reaction energy could

have been stored in sy tric stretch, bending and rotational modes of molecules that were

in the ground state with respect to asyimmetric stretch. One of the things we hope to do

in future research is to develop uethods of using absorption spectrometry to analyze the

enerqy distribution of molecules that are not excited in the asymtric stretch mode.

Kori! and Halpern in our laboratory have carried out an analogous study of CO

oxidation on a platimm surface in which 0 atom from a microwave discharge instead of 02

molecules were the oxidizing agent. The results were similar, except that reaction

occurred even when the surface ws at room temperature. An interesting observation was

the' if the platini surface ws completely covered with oxygen, no CO2 was formed, but

the reboundLng ioleculee of G0 were highly escited both vibrationally and rotationally.

Indeed. the spectm us essentially a contintum We are a bit mystified by this result

end speculate that by som unou mchanisu the recombination energy of the 0 atom ended

up in rotational and vibrational modes of the CO. A more interesting result was obtained

whem the platinam sawae contained carbon atom at concentrations substantially below a

mamlaye. Goder thee conditions an incident flux of 0 or 02 resulted in the formation

of CO momles wmited up to the seventh vibrational level. A suprisal Malysis of these

*5
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ebaermtias led to the coaelua tha the tranitica cmplas probably ceprised a cazbca
77a bow* to thro surface ft stoesed one 0 atos6 A paper on tuis wrk has bee"

smiitted for publication. (10)

A very recent and exciting extension of this work has recently been carried out is

our laboratory. A pulsed nozzle in conjunction with a soft ware MS progrm for time-

reolutimo of spectralcoonnts hae revealed the dependence on surface coverage of the

internal state of product miecules. It mrges that there is less excess meta at low

coverages than at high coverages. A paper has been submitted to Surface Science. (9)

Another result of interest in the surface reaction arena made possible by the FrIS

vas the finding that a flux of N atoms and 02 molecules on a platinum surface resulted in

the formstion of copious quantities of N20. (11) The conditions of this early experimnt

were such that any radiation due to excitation in the nascent M20 was overwhelmd by

radiation from product molecules that were excited by collisions with vibrationally

excited 112 from the microwave atom source. In the future we hope to re-examine this

reaction using the "cleaner" techniques we have developed in the CO oxidation studies.

It seem clear that the combination of ITIS with free jet molecular beams comprises a

powerful mthod of probing the details of at least so important surface reactions. We

hope to extend our studies in this exciting arena.

(a) Iuviiusw ae

(i) A chapter entitled ltollision Kinetics in Gas Dynamices as prepared for the five

volume treatise on Anolid Atomic gollisio Physics edited by Massey, Bederso

and McDaiel and published by Academic Press. It treated supersonic free jet

expensions as an example of the interplay between the continuua and particulate



(ii) A eutoril ruviw article enitled "Order from Chaos with Molecular Ber" wa

wmd tb t eediq .1 oft Indim Aadem of Science. It comprised an

mpodud wersiom of an invited lecture delivered to the Aademy. (13)

(iii) A review paper entitled %er Are we Going with Molecular Beas" was presented

by invitation at the 13th International Symposium on Molecular Beans at

Novoeibirsk in July 1983. It will appear in the proceedings to be published by

Pleam Press. (14)

4. Other Related Efforts. In addition to the specific research studies summarized

in the previous paragraphs, we also carried out several general tasks made possible in

part by the support of this grant. These include:

(b) iscellan.eus Articles

(i) A note entitled "Clusters as a Possible Source of Error in Molecular Beam

Scattering Experiments" was based on results obtained in part under AFOSR

sponsorship. (15)

(ii) A letter to the editor was published in Review of Scientific Instruments entitled

"Purther Reflections on the Role of a Mass Flux Gauge in the Calibration of Mass

Spectraustric for Dimers." It was in response to a letter by W. L Gentry on the

problem of calibrating a mass spectrowater for diner assay. (16)

(iii) A note we submitted to the Journal of Chemical Physics entitled "On the Time

mpired to Reach Fully Developed Flow in Pulsed Supersonic Free Jets" with K. L.

Samner of MIT as co-author. (17)

(iv) An article entitled "Research is Engineering" was published in Chemical

Egineering Education. It argued that research in general and on Molecular Beam

in particular was indeed important practical educational experience for

misies. (18)
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